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We are proud to present our 
range of modern fortifications.
Historically accurate and designed 
to be compatible with standard basing 
these highly detailed models cast in tough 
polyurethane resin will last you a lifetime!

to be compatible with standard basing 
these highly detailed models cast in tough 
polyurethane resin will last you a lifetime!

http://www.baueda.com

At BAUEDA WARGAMES  we pride ourselves on our attention to historical accuracy and this range is here to do justice 
to modern battlefi elds, starting with those of World War II. All items in this range are well researched, highly detailed, 

scaled down versions of their real life counterparts. We had to take a few liberties in some case, in order to make sure 
you can always fi t a standard gaming base inside, but other than that these are accurate 1:100 reproductions which 
have plenty of beautifully sculpted surface detail to help you in painting, including realistic damage from enemy fi re!

15018CM 
1 medium fortifi ed 
emplacement (rural) can hold 
a standard medium base 
sideways inside .

15017CM 
1 small fortifi ed emplacement 
(rural) perfect for a small 
weapon emplacement or as a 
game objective.

15022CM 
1 Small “Tobruk” type Bunker 
with modifi ed FT 17  tank 
turret (German) very common 
on the Atlantik Wall.

15021CM 
1 Small octagonal open 
Bunker (German). Designed 
for a 50mm gun or a FLAK 
2.0 or 3.7 cm. 

15020CM 
1 Large casemate for heavy 
guns (German)  type H669  
found in nearly all fortifi ed 
positions on the Atlantik Wall. 

15006CM 
1 Medium Bunker for HMG 
(German) type VF4A 
“Verstarkt Feldmabigen” 
beach defence, Atlantik Wall. 

15005CM 
1 Medium Bunker for HMG 
(German) has a separate 
roof and can hold a standard 
medium base inside. 

15004CM 
1 Medium Bunker for HMG 
(German) has a separate 
roof and can hold a standard 
medium base inside.

15mm!

present



New models are released all the time, make sure to check our website or write to us for the latest news!

15A11CM 
2 different ‘dug-in’ markers 
(rural) large enough to fi t 
a Large Base 2”x 2½” + 1 
suitable for Small Bases.

15A07CM 
4 different Vehicle scenic 
bases (rural) each 
11/4”/32mm wide by 2”/50mm 
deep. 

This range is designed 
specifi cally to be 
compatible with the most 
poular competition rule 
sets!

15019M 
1 Pontoon bridge wide 
enough for any 15mm 
(1:100 scale) vehicle, 
including tanks. 

15078CM 
2 Large fortifi ed emplacement 
(rural) designed to contain 
88mm guns and train in any 
confi guration. 

15A06CM 
4 different HMG/mortar 
scenic bases (rural) each 
2”/50mm wide by 11/4”/32mm 
deep. Cover on the side. 

15A05CM 
4 different Medium/Light 
Artillery scenic bases (rural).
11/4”/32mm wide by 2”/50mm 
deep. Covter at the front. 

15A04CM 
2 different Heavy Artillery 
scenic bases (Rural) each 
2”/50mm wide by 2½”/65mm 
deep. Perfect for 88mm guns.

15A03CM 
Ammunition dump 2”/50mm 
wide by 2½”/65mm deep 
Perfect as a game objective 
marker!

15A01CM 
2 (different) Dragon teeth 
sections used as antit-tank 
obstacles each 2”/50mm wide 
by 2½”/65mm deep.

15A02CM 
Front Line Command post 
2”/50mm wide by 2½”/65mm 
deep comes complete with a 
scnic command base.

15A010CM 
3 different ‘dug-in’ markers 
(rural) large enough to fi t a 
Medium Base + 1 suitable for 
Small Bases.

15A09CM 
6 different small scenic bases 
(rural) each 11/4”/32mm wide 
by 1”/25mm deep. Command 
stands, spotters, teams, etc.

15A08CM 
4 different Infantry scenic 
bases (rural) each 2”/50mm 
wide by 11/4”/32mm deep.
Standard medium size bases.
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There are several different designs for many of these items, 
each pack contains a random selection! 

No assembly required. Supplied unpainted.

http://www.baueda.com



15009CM 
15mm Medium AA open 
bunker (German)

15025CM 
3 x groundline “Tobruk” 
bunkers (German)

15A30CB 
downed BF109-e + 
command base 
(Objective marker)

Latest releases for our WWII range: 
more objectives, more bases and more bunkers!

15A35CB 
4 different 
Medium/Light Artillery 
scenic bases (urban) 

15A36CB
4 different 
HMG/Mortar scenic bases 
(urban) 

15A39CB 
6 different small
scenic bases 
(urban) 

15A34CB 
2 different 
Heavy Artillery 
scenic bases (urban) 

15A13CM 
2 different 15mm large 
Artillery scenic bases 
(Rural)

15A14CM 
15mm Fuel dump + 
command base 
(Objective marker)

15A15CM 
2 different extra large 
Vehicle scenic bases
(tanks, buldozers, etc.)

15A16CM 
3 different extra long 
Vehicle scenic bases
(trucks, Katyusha, etc.)

15A21CM 
15mm battlefield 
accessories

15A17CM 
2 different large heavy 
mortar scenic bases

15002CM 
15mm Large AA open 
bunker (German)

Image courtesy of Matt Haywood 
http://www.warfareeast.co.uk/

..and more on the way! For the latest releases check out our 
website: www.baueda.com or even better subscribe to our 
mail list at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/baueda to get a 

short message when a new model becomes available!
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